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Overview 

Mime Dialogues for Active Living and Intergenerational Resilience 

Mime as a healing art fits within the well-established realm of dance and 
movement therapy. Mime has therapeutic value in the context of addressing 
the physical, cognitive, and spiritual resilience of older persons, especially 
those requiring some degree of assisted living services. Mime evokes figural 
representation as a resilience strategy, adaptive for many consequences of 
aging, to relieve loneliness and to enhance reminiscence. Mime invites older 
adults to participate empathetically, in movement that mirrors experience 
and mediates thoughts, feelings, and ideas. They participate by 
imaginatively completing the picture of the figural representations projected 
by the performer, and then by enacting mime dialogues as mime duos. The 
mime projects figures that engage the participants on many levels: through 
the physicality of the movement, the cognitive activity of interpretation, and 
the spiritual aspect of the evoked emotions. Mime provides a practical 
means to project aspects of the person’s inward character as an outwardly 
expressed persona, personified through movement. As a compleat art, mime 
merges performer– the figure of the persona on stage– and participant to 
experience the exchange in a unity of Mind, Body, Soul– toward a raised 
consciousness of what it means to be human. The purpose is to provide a 
means to engage in healthy physical movement, lively cognitive activity, 
and a process that motivates reframing of thoughts and memories toward a 
resilient outlook. The therapist, as Mime Practitioner, guides the mime duo 
interaction to address the physical, cognitive, and emotional layers of known 
therapeutic needs of the participant. Mime is enacted as a dialogue between 
the Mime Practitioner and the participant. Several mime dialogues are 
presented as a practical guide to implement the MIME approach for active 
living and intergenerational resilience. Armed with knowledge of basic 
mime techniques, a caregiver, physical therapist, family member, or friend 
can interact kinesthetically with an older person, individually or in a small 
group setting, in ways that significantly evoke joy and enhance well-being. 

–Richard Shope III
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As the lights come up, we see a figure in white 

move across the stage, as if walking within a 

deep forest, brushing branches out of his way, 

to the right and to the left, until he reaches 

what seems like a great oaken door. The figure 

grasps a handle, twists open the door, and 

peers into the darkness of the unknown. He 

steps in and closes the door behind him. As he 

moves forward, his hands reveal...a wall. Both 

hands now explore. As he moves along the wall, 

suddenly, his elbow reveals the presence of 

another wall. He moves along the opposite 

way, and finds yet another wall. He reaches 

back toward the door, to grasp the 

doorknob...but it breaks away,,,gone. He slowly 

looks up… He places his hands on the 

ceiling...the ceiling begins to crush down upon him. As he turns, we see that he is entirely 

enclosed. He lurches forward to find the first wall moving in, then the two side walls. From all 

directions, these walls implode upon his Being. His hands fold into fists, His face, at first rigid 

with fear and agony, becomes serene. His hands over his heart, transform into dove wings that 

float upward, lifting his spirit heavenward. His arms open to become wings, as he ascends aloft, 

free. As the lights fade, we are left with the image of his ever-ascending serenity of Being.  
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This is the classic mime of "Being Trapped within Enclosing Walls," as I have performed 

it, hundreds of times for thousands of persons of all ages, in every conceivable type of 

performance space: theatres, museums, auditoriums, art galleries, libraries, schools, parks, nature 

centers, festivals, parades, circuses, town squares, village streets, jazz clubs, and sidewalk cafés. 

The "wall" is such a common motif, that when I mention that I am a professional mime artist, it 

is the miming of invisible walls that immediately comes to mind. At its highest level, the figure 

of the wall evokes a powerful archetype of the human condition, stressed from many directions. 

It is the starting place for our mime dialogue regarding how the art of mime can also be a 

powerful therapeutic tool to enhance well-being, for all ages, but especially for older persons. 

I speak from direct experience of having transitioned from a youthful mime artist, having 

acquired mastery of the art, to an energetic elder, a silvery mime statesman with deep insight into 

the nature of mime and mimewrighting, which is mime applied to scientific, educational, and 

literary enterprises. While I no longer possess the world-class mime physique of my 20s and 30s, 

I still perform. In having practiced mime as a central aspect of my professional life, spanning 

now over half a century, I have acquired recognition as a mime authority. 

The breadth, depth, and longevity of my experience as a mime artist and researcher/

practitioner has produced a deep knowledge of the nature of mime. Mime has been called the 

meeting place of dance and drama, in that it draws on dance-like movement to create dramatic 

stories. This Chapter explores the therapeutic value of mime in the context of addressing the 

physical, cognitive, and spiritual resilience of older persons, especially those requiring some 

degree of assisted living services-- at home or in a community. I advocate the practice of mime 
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as a resilience strategy, adaptive for many consequences of aging. Mime fits within the well-

established realm of dance and movement therapy (D/MT). “As a healing art, dance/movement 

therapy is founded on the premise of the mind and body as a gestalt in which change in one of 

these domains produces corollary change in the other” (Berrol, 1992). A recent meta-analysis 

(Koch et al., 2014) showed that “D/MT and dance are effective for increasing quality of life and 

decreasing clinical symptoms such as depression and anxiety. Positive effects were also found on 

the increase of subjective well-being, positive mood, affect, and body image.” This work is 

exemplified by lifelong storyteller and movement artist Greacian Goeke, Artistic Director of the 

Impromptu No Tutu Elder Movement Ensemble, a dance company created “to show the world 

what dance really looks like, from the fullness of a long life” (Goeke, 2013). Mime can enhance 

the motivation for healthy exercise, and goes beyond to mend loneliness and vivify memories. 

We enter through the portal of physical therapy. Armed with knowledge of basic mime 

techniques, a caregiver, physical therapist, family member, or friend can interact kinesthetically 

with an older person, individually or in a small group setting, in ways that significantly enhance 

well-being. Before I address the use of mime as a beneficial intervention, and then propose how 

to introduce mime to caregivers– primarily the physical therapy support staff– in concert with 

counselors, activity directors, social workers, and engaged family members, I will discuss the 

nature of mime.  

NATURE OF MIME 

I have practiced the art of mime in performance on stage and in its use for scientific, 

educational, literary, and therapeutic purposes. I first encountered the art form as an 

undergraduate student of intercultural communications at the University of Minnesota in 1971. 
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At the time, I earned my living teaching poetry and playwriting at the Urban Arts Program, based 

at the Children's Theatre Company of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. As a faculty member, at 

age 19, I also had the opportunity to study acting, dance, voice, martial arts, mime, 

improvisational theatre, and commedia dell’arte. Mime at the Children's Theatre was taught by 

Myron Johnson, who had just returned from three years of intensive study at Marcel Marceau's 

International School of Mime in Paris. That fall, when Marceau came to perform in Minneapolis, 

I had been studying mime for three months, and it was the first time I had seen Marceau's live 

solo mime performance in all its vivificance! I was part of the after-show entourage who went to 

visit with Marceau. As I crossed the stage where he had just performed, holding rapt an audience 

of a thousand for two hours, I vowed that I would master this marvelous art form. After greeting 

us backstage, Marceau invited us to join him at a nearby café. I discovered then, that Marceau, 

far from silent, was an animated and gifted storyteller as he regaled all of us with highlights of 

his international travels and encounters with the likes of 

Charlie Chaplin, to our delight. As I eventually arrived home 

that night, rose in hand, my friends were still awake. I 

spontaneously re-created highlights of Marceau's show for 

them, to their delight– and thus began my own long-running 

performance career. 

 That initial impressionable evening set in motion a life of 

mime! I boldly composed sketches, started a mime troupe and 

movement arts school with poet Sheryl Noethe, who 

eventually worked with the National School for the Deaf and 

went on to become the poet laureate of the State of Montana. 

Rick Shope and Sherry Noethe. 
Street Circus Poster drawn by 
Pam Belding (1976).
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We performed in virtually every theatre in Minneapolis and nearby cities. I soon entered an 

informal mime mentorship with Marceau that spanned over two decades (70s to 90s), whenever 

and wherever we crossed paths (Minneapolis, Chicago, Ann Arbor, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

Puebla, Santa Barbara). One-to-one and in master classes, I would present my new mime work. 

He would critique and explain techniques, zeroing in with deep insight. In this way, I was 

initiated into the mime profession, in the ancient way mime has been passed on from generation 

to generation, artist to artist. 

 Photo by Geoff Hartmann 

Young Dr. Shope with Mime Artist Marcel Marceau, 1982.
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During those years, I made the grand mime pilgrimage to Paris, and was exposed to the 

schools of Jacques LeCoq and Etienne Decroux. In 1974, I was granted the means by the 

Minnesota Arts Council to attend the International Mime Festival held at Viterbo College in La 

Crosse, Wisconsin. There, I saw Mummenschanz, Dimitri the Clown, Antonin Hodek, Lotte 

Goslar, Carlo Mazzone-Clementi, Bari Rolfe, and the exquisite Japanese lyrical mime artist, 

Mamako Yoneyama. I later had the fortune to work on commedia dell’arte techniques of 

improviso with Mazzone-Clementi. But it was Mamako who made the deepest stylistic and 

mystical impact on my work, with her epic storytelling, such as her contemplation of the 

paintings of the Ten Zen Bulls, depicting the transformative resilience of the Self (Huston, 1976). 

Mamako describes mime as: “The mutual communication of word and silence. This is Haiku and 

this is Mime. I think MIME is HAIKU in movement.” 

I explored the universal grammar of mime, across world cultures, as mime is universally 

present in the enactment of living mythologies and social commentary (Hauser, 1951). I 

presented sacred mime, leading the parish congregation in symbolic movement to interpret and 

celebrate readings.  All the while, I performed and taught as well as studied. I developed a 

repertoire of theatrical mime, exploring comic Everyman themes and Epic themes drawn from 

world mythologies, Greco-Roman, American Indian, African, Asian, and Meso-American 

archetypal figures. In 1980, I moved to Greater Los Angeles, where I designed an educational 

program, now called MimeWrighting (Shope, 1986), which, over a decade and a half, reached 

over a million K-12 schoolchildren throughout Southern California and Mexico– and is still 
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going strong. Mime becomes an educational tool for conceptual change, to illuminate 

abstractions and complexities, with the aim to achieve understanding across the curriculum.  

Mime can be a powerful tool for literature study: poetry, novels, scientific and technical 

writing. Mime facilitates language teaching, English as a Second Language for English 

Language Learners in American schools and in schools throughout Mexico (e.g. I was cast as the 

professor in the Inglés Sin Barreras series, 2004). The MimeWrighting approach applies to the 

realms of: history, math, physics, chemistry, biology– all the sciences, enacting inquiry pathways 

and acting out the science story (Shope, 2006a). This led me, in 1994, to be invited to join the 

Education and Public Outreach team at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), where I used 

mime as a tool for teachers, students, and the Public to think through the complexities of space 

science and spacecraft technologies for NASA flight projects to: Pluto, Mars, Europa, Jupiter, 

Titan, Saturn, asteroids, comets, the Sun, the Moon– and Earth. Over the course of my 15-year 

career with JPL, my approach was disseminated nationwide, including in a series of lessons 

entitled Exploring Ice in the Solar System (Shope, 2006b), distributed to over 50,000 teachers– 

each lesson included the science background, coupled with a narrative mime scenario keyed to 

the lesson content, designed to help students understand advanced scientific concepts. 

 Mime is often spoken of as the art of telling a story through movement, without words. 

There is more to the story. With words or not, the essence of mime is that the person, the mime 

artist, projects thoughts, feelings, and ideas through the movements of the body shared before an 

audience. The Mime creates and conveys meaning through a vocabulary of gestures and signs, 

and a grammar of enacted movement scenarios. While words may be absent, a protolinguistic 

narrative emerges. By protolinguistic, I mean that mime is a nonverbal form with an underlying 
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language structure, perhaps even the mimetic precursor to the evolution of language itself 

(Donald, 1991). The noted linguist Noam Chomsky (2016) characterizes language as an 

“instrument of thought,” and suggests that thought is the primary purpose of language, even 

moreso than communication. Mime is protolinguistic thought enacted. That is, mime is also an 

instrument of thought, the experiential physicalization of interior thought expressed through 

movement. With this protolinguistic structure, mime can aid the verbal articulation of thought– 

this is the keen insight that powers the MimeWrighting program.  

The Mime performs for the students, then invites them up out of their seats to DO the 

mime movements. With that preparation, students draw from their immediate mime experience 

to write their own version of the story, in their own words, to then be acted out in mime as they 

read their words aloud. Another approach is to have students write a vivencia, drawn from a 

vividly remembered event in their own life. Students experience the power of language directly, 

as their friends MIME to the WORDS, connecting the actions to the narrated meanings. This also 

provides a powerful context for critiquing the writing by comparing the intended meaning of the 

words, their interior thoughts, to the mimed actions, their thoughts expressed.   

How closely did the writing produce a mime that matched the intended meaning?  With 

that as our evaluative question, we can critique the writing and analyze the reasoning, as well as 

refine the performance. In workshops, especially for teachers, M.I.M.E. becomes an explanatory 

acronym for participants to consider mime as “Movement Integrations Mirroring Experience.” 

Recent neurological research regarding mirroring (Berrol, 2006) indicates that “the identical sets 

of neurons can be activated in an individual who is simply witnessing another person performing 

a movement as the one actually engaged in the action or the expression of some emotion or 
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behavior.” This suggests a possible neurophysiological basis for the evocative power of mime, 

both as performance and as a healing art. This is borne out in practice. A mime colleague, Patti 

Kratzke, entered the nursing profession and used mime and relaxation techniques effectively for 

pain management, on a nurse-to-patient basis (Braun, 1983). She found that by having the patient 

mime being a puppet controlled by imaginary strings, she could help ease body tension. “She 

pretended to be walking into a stiff breeze, then proceeded to relax parts of her body from head 

to foot until she flopped onto the floor like a limp marionette. The patient watched closely from 

her hospital bed, mimicking the visitor’s puppet-like moves until her pained expression was 

replaced by a look of relaxation.”  Kratzke observed that the patient’s “initial difficulty practicing 

the exercises by herself was overcome by the mime routine, which provided her a mental image 

to recall when I was not there to coach her.” In her assessment, Kratzke concluded that that 

patient did, in fact, experience some pain relief. Her fellow nurses showed an interest in the 

mime and relaxation techniques as an alternative method of pain control.   

Mime invites the audience to participate empathetically, in movement that mirrors 

experience and mediates thoughts, feelings, and ideas. In order to follow the mime narrative, the 

unfolding story as told by the mime artist– with or without voiced words– the audience must also 

participate by completing the picture of the figural representations projected by the performer. 

While there is no actual flower, the idea of the flower is made visible by the sequential gestures 

of: picking (holding it by the stem), smelling (bringing it to the nose, inhaling the aroma, 

responding with romantic pleasure), then placing the flower in the buttonhole of a lapel…or 

wherever the story may lead. The audience interprets the intended meaning as clearly as if words 

were telling the story, but in actuality, it is the consummate skill of the mime that evokes the 
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audience to participate as co-creators of the story in the mix of the mime's actions and the 

representations generated within the mind of each audience member. This aspect of mime means 

that the performer and audience must begin with a shared canon of cultural conventions, which 

the mime artist draws upon to evoke images familiar to each person in the audience. The mime 

projects figures that engage the audience on many levels: through the physicality of the 

movement, the cognitive activity of interpretation, and the spiritual aspect of the evoked 

emotions.  

Marceau called mime a “compleat art” (Shope, 1989) What did he mean by this? Western 

civilization has traditionally described the human being as trinitary: Mind, Body, Soul. During 

my years at JPL, I conducted educational outreach to American Indian communities in 

California, Arizona, South Dakota, and Minnesota, hosting gatherings that brought together 

NASA scientists and Tribal Elders, in the context of asking ourselves, “With what attitude do we 

approach space travel to destinations such as the Moon and Mars?” In that setting, to speak of 

colonizing the Moon or conquering Mars is historically and culturally problematic! I spoke about 

the effort to integrate science, social consciousness, and spirituality, to deepen our existential 

understanding of the cosmos. Lakota Elder Joe Chasing Horse observed (Shope, 2000), “We 

don’t need to integrate science and spirituality; we never separated them in the first place. Oho!” 

As a compleat art, mime merges performer and audience, the persona on stage and each 

person in the audience, as participants in the exchange in a unity of Mind, Body, Soul– toward a 

raised consciousness of what it means to be human and to maintain a quality of life for all. Mime 

requires cognitive intention (mind), physical expression (body), and a spirit of emotional 

empathy (soul)– simultaneously, wholistically, in mind-body-soul unity. The art of mime uses 
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gesture and imitation to make visible the invisible to achieve its purpose: a compleat aesthetic, 

pedagogic, and emotional interconnection between performer and audience. The underlying 

principle of mime is described by the Greek word, mimesis, signifying the dramatic enactment of 

myth (Hauser, 1951) and the figural representation of reality (Auerbach, 1953). Figural 

interpretation “establishes a connection between two events or persons in such a way that the 

first signifies not only itself, but also the second, while the second involves or fulfills the first. 

The two poles of the figure are separated in time, but both being real events or persons, are 

within temporality. They are both contained in the flowing stream which is historical life, only 

the comprehension, the intellectus spiritualis, of their interdependence is a spiritual act.” 

(Auerbach, 1953, p. 64). The Mime embodies the figure of each person’s persona on stage.

 MIME AS A RESILIENCE STRATEGY 

–Dark Night of Orpheus (Shope, 2017)
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I need not Seek: love and friendship seek me.
Such is my Song, Smile, and Delight in Life. 
I do not seek Fame: Fame may seek me out. 
Word of mouth may spread good news of my Song. 
Free to be Poet, Wanderer, and Mime, 
I perfect the Art of Being in Life 
In all its intensities, ups and downs, 
Miseries, ecstasies, loves, and friendships. 
The highest friendship I know is not to 
Be in love, but to be in Life with you. 

We now move our dialogue from the nature of mime as a performing art to its value as a 

therapeutic resilience strategy, especially for older persons, used purposefully to produce an 

affect that enhances well-being and quality of life. 
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The key insight is that mime connects directly to the figure of the person. Just as the 

painter has a palette of colors with brush and canvas, the mime’s medium is the projected 

persona, compleat with interiorized thought processes, personally-relevant concepts about the 

world, and figural representations of phenomenal reality. Mime provides a practical means to 

project aspects of the person’s inward character as an outwardly expressed persona, personified 

through movement. Bertolt Brecht speaks of acting as gestus, as if we don a whole body and 

attitudinal mask of the character we are to play (Unwin, 2014). Story Musgrave, the NASA 

astronaut, speaks of the difference between merely wearing a spacesuit, and projecting oneself 

from within to make the spacesuit an extension of oneself, as part of the sensorimotor body itself, 

rather than a garment to wear over the body (Shope, 1997). For the mime artist, these nuances 

are critical elements. The mime initiate begins with imitation, for example, in the figure of 

moving the arms to flap like wings. As the mime becomes more adept, the object is to identify 

with the idea of flying– the arms may flap like wings, but there’s more to it: the whole body and 

focus of concentration works to convey the figure of flight itself. It goes beyond mere technique. 

To be able to project imaginary walls, invisible objects, winding passageways, and other 

tricks of the trade, the mime artist must practice stretches, isolations, contractions, expansions, 

resistance, push-pulls, and other progressively advanced techniques similar to other movement 

art forms– dance, theatre, aikido, t'ai chi. To achieve the illusionary effects, such as the wall, in 

which the mime evokes images through shape + action, placing the flattened outstretched hands

on a flat surface, showing the presence of walls in all directions, the mime uses isometrics, a 
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tight wire act of counterpoint, responding kinesthetically as if the force and weight of the wall 

were really exerting pressure, especially as the walls begin to mysteriously close in, trapping the 

mime tragically, or comically triggering a last moment escape. The purpose is to emulate the 

material reality, in this case, of the walled surfaces, and the emotional situation, in this case, of 

feeling overwhelmed by circumstances– all referred to within the figural scene. The wall is an 

archetype of mime technique, so well known that it is often the first image that comes to mind to 

the general public about the art of mime. For the beginning mime artist, it is one of many 

technical milestones of achievement toward mastery. It is also a technique that contains the 

deeper knowledge of mime as it unfolds in the figures performed.  

In a group workshop setting, participants may work in pairs as mime duos to practice 

providing a give-and-take contact of pressures from many perspectives, starting with the practice 

of hand-to-hand contact, where each participant is the counterpoint of the other, acting as the 

source of resistance and then stepping away to practice generating the resistance from within, 

technically, agonist-antagonist muscle groups in coactivation, flexing and contracting 

complementary muscle groups to achieve the desired effect.  Each participant explores how to 

gauge the range of forces involved and then applies that learning to build out the broader 

vocabulary of mimed objects and actions.  

In recent years, we have explored the contact dimension of the mime duo dialogue in 

performance, in a flowing blend of mime, narrative, and improvisation. This is the dimension

that has therapeutic value as a resilience strategy for older adults.
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Contact is immediate when 

direct contact exists between 

the two persons, such as 

hand-to-hand, and when an 

intervening tool is used to 

guide the mutual movement: 

such as a bamboo stick, 

wooden rod, hempen rope, or 

plastic hoop grasped by each 

participant. 

Contact is mimediate when the mime interaction involves no physical contact, while each mime 

moves AS IF contact were immediate. Hands may come to within a nanometer of each other, 

responding as if the reality of physical contact were acting upon both participants. What evolves 

is an intuitive two-as-one, one-as-two, enrhythmed dialogue, with the lead shifting and balancing 

toward an equalization of power between the duo mimes. That is to say: each member of the 

mime duo seeks to strengthen and support the other, physically, intellectually, and emotionally 

in the subtle nuances of the exchanged mouvance, the ever-evolving sequence of the unfolding 

mime dialogue, analogous to the movement of narrative in oral traditions (Nagy, 1996). Each 

person evokes beneficial pressures en mouvance that produce a mutual isometric effect that both 

stretches and strengthens the muscles involved, while also enacting a story, evoking a mime 

scene. Spoken dialogue occurs along the way.  
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Each subsequent encounter builds upon the previous encounter– the duo enters the realm of a 

lively mime dialogue that picks up from wherever it left off. 

For active living contexts, where older persons are gathered in groups, mime duo practice 

can be led as a workshop, as the Mime Practitioner guides participants through a variety of 

techniques and scenarios. This looks more like a classic mime class. Participants learn the moves 

and then create and enact brief mime sketches, solo, duo, or in small troupes. 

In the one-to-one therapeutic case setting, we advocate variations of the mime duo 

dialogue between a knowledgable therapist figure and the older person. The purpose is to provide 

We led a successful mime duo workshop with Greacian Goeke (upper left) and her 
Impromptu No Tutu Elder Movement Ensemble in August, 2014. Photos by Yesenia.
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a means to engage in healthy physical movement, lively cognitive activity, and a process that 

motivates reframing of thoughts and memories toward a resilient outlook. The therapist, as Mime 

Practitioner, guides the mime duo interaction to address the physical, cognitive, and emotional 

layers of known therapeutic needs of the participant. Mime is enacted as a dialogue between the 

Mime Practitioner and the participant. Each produces and receives physical contact, as a moving 

dialogue. Mime enables direct intentional feedback, and as spoken dialogue occurs, connects to 

memories that the older person experiences as meaningful. We speak of the person as the “real 

Self” and the persona as the projected figure, as the story unfolds.  

GUIDED MIME PRACTICE FOR GROUP WORKSHOPS 

A person with background as a physical therapist, kinesiologist, or movement therapist 

will find that mime can be added to their repertoire of effective therapeutic strategies. 

Participants are invited to follow the movements led by the Mime Practitioner– within the range 

of their physical capabilities. We start with suggested warm-up dialogues that focus on 

developing a repertoire of mime techniques. Often, participants discover movement limitations. 

Mime practice is designed to discover and then to gently expand participants' capabilities 

adaptively, with the intent to strengthen– driven by the narrative of a story, as well as by the 

physical attributes of that which needs attention. For example, the arms may need strengthening. 

We introduce mime techniques of wave motions (marcel waves). We then devise a story that 

involves flight with wings (a bird, an angel, an insect). In the miming of the story, the 

participants personify flight showing the wave motions with their outstretched arms. Participants 

go beyond mere exercise, as they are wholly engaged in creating both image and feeling of being 
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in flight, the figure of flight itself. In the workshop setting, there is a constant mouvance between 

mime as technique and mime as figural representation.  

MIME DUO PRACTICE AS PHYSICAL THERAPY ENHANCEMENTS 

The therapist, as Mime Practitioner, guides the mime duo interaction to address the 

physical, cognitive, and emotional layers of known therapeutic needs of the older person. In 

general, mime practice enables the creation of euphemic resilience strategies. By euphemic, I 

refer to strategies for psychological, emotional, and spiritual wellness developed by Dr. Robert 

Shope (Shope, R.S., 2017) to aid in the process of reframing thoughts and attitudes to better cope 

with damaging circumstances, looking for the silver lining. Like the unfolding of a fortunately-

unfortunately story, the participant is engaged in thinking through how to make the best of a bad 

situation. Mime is enacted as a contact mime dialogue among participants in a workshop setting 

or one-to-one between the Mime Practitioner and the older person. The purpose is to create a safe 

interpersonal space where the participant both produces and receives physical contact, for direct 

intentional feedback, and to connect to memories meaningfully. Encounters begin in silence and 

may transition into spoken dialogue.

MIME DIALOGUE FOR INTERGENERATIONAL RESILIENCE 

HAND-TO-HAND CONTACT: Ensure eye contact. Raise open hands to positions of  

“about to touch, palm to palm.” Eyes may shift to hands and back. Re-establish eye contact, then 

begin: push hands gently, firmly, together to discover an equilibrium of force between the hands. 

From that point on, the Mime Practitioner tends to lead the action, to apply a force that gently 

guides the movement, gauging the degree of push-pull resistance, while diagnosing participant

response, modifying mouvance accordingly. There will be moments en mouvance, when the 
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 participant takes the lead in advancing the improvisation. At times, the movements will flow 

without a sense of one figure leading the other, but moving as a unitary figure, two-as-one, 

in tandem. At some moment, the Mime Practitioner brings closure, moving slowly, gently, 

resuming momentary stillness to relax and release contact, while allowing remnants of the 

encounter to resonate before breaking eye contact,.  

MIME THOUGHTS WHILE WALKING 

We have all taken walks in amazing places on this Earth. Some have even walked in 

space and on the Moon. You might say something like: As we walk together for our exercise, 

let’s evoke remembrance of a place, where YOU would like to walk, a place that YOU 

remember. Paris? Chicago? Seattle? A woods? A beach? A mountain? I’m going to walk along 

with you either at your side or in front of you, speaking to you like a tour guide. I am going to 

point out highlights for you to “see” and comment upon as we go. I’d like you to do the same 

thing, as memories emerge. Invite the participant to remark upon and add details. If the aim is to 

ensure that the participant has walked a certain distance or keep moving for a certain length of 

time, the talking and walking activities provide motivation to keep going, as if effortlessly, 

often with a smile. 

EVOKING PLEASANT MEMORIES EN MOUVANCE 

Engaging in a dialogue during an improvisational mime duo, while in hand-to-hand 

contact, can evoke memories of places, events, actions to explore in dialogue and mime. 

MOVING IMPROVISATIONALLY TO MUSIC  

Any and all of these warm-ups and mime duo dialogues can be accompanied by soothing 

music: classical, jazz, or instrumental music of any kind.
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MIME for ACTIVE LIVING: DIALOGUES for INTERGENERATIONAL RESILIENCE 

So far, I have outlined the nature of mime and indicated how to lead a mime session. I 

have alluded to its therapeutic value as a resilience strategy. This is to say that mime can enhance 

general well-being, and advance specific therapeutic goals for the participant(s). In practice, an 

experienced Mime Practitioner can model, demonstrate, implement these M.I.M.E. methods, and 

mentor those within communities providing services to older persons. Mime provides a way to 

enhance traditional physical therapy by providing a narrative that brings physical, cognitive, and 

spiritual well-being together. 

A soothing voice, pleasant eye contact, and signaling clear intentions can help the older 

person overcome hesitance, overriding normal inhibitions regarding movement and close 

physical contact. Think through the distinction between the historical person and the figural 

persona, the relationship between our immediate “real self” and the character we project to the 

world as we explore the mimediate figure of the self. Mime and Participant engage in mime 

dialogue person to persona. 

INTERGENERATIONAL CASE STUDY: A PERSONAL ANECDOTE 

My mother is in her 88th year, in an assisted living facility in San Antonio, Texas. She is 

a talented– and published– poet and amateur watercolor painter. She now suffers short-term 

memory loss. My siblings are spread throughout the country, so no family is there in town. We 

make visits. On past visits, I have presented mime shows for the residents. A few years back, my 

mother and I presented a joint poetry reading. Recently, effects of her memory loss and other 

diminished capacities have become more apparent. When I am there, I go with her to the 

physical therapy unit and conduct therapeutic mime sessions for her in the presence of the 
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physical therapist. Like many, my mother has never warmed up to exercise. Sitting there in front 

of a contraption to push and pull against resistance does not motivate her, even as she knows she 

should tone her muscles. Shifting her to face me for a mime duo, I place my hands against hers 

to initiate hand-to-hand contact. As I push, she feels the gentle force of my action, and 

instinctively pushes back with a counterforce. I guide her with continuing pressure as we move 

the hands back and forth. Her arms shake in the awakening from weakness, and a smile breaks 

forth. She is has exercised more minutes than the prescribed minimum. When it came time to 

walk a prescribed distance, she was initially reluctant. Once she was positioned, I proceeded to 

stand in front of her, walking backward as she walked forward. I knew that she had traveled to 

interesting places in the world. I suggested that we take a walk in Paris, a place I also know, and 

as we walked, we talked about the things we might be “seeing” along the way, and to bring it to 

life by actually gesturing, as if “seeing” the portrait-painter in the park, tree leaves rustling in the 

breeze. So here we are, Paris in the Springtime, at the Eiffel Tower. Birds are in the air, flowers 

are blooming, and the Tower is sooo high! Now, we are approaching the Tuileries Garden, and 

there’s a park along the River Seine. We see boats with people, people with picnics, enjoying a 

pointillist Sunday afternoon. By now, she had completed walking the distance, without noticing 

it. She smiled again, saying, “This isn’t exercise; this is fun!” 

I now recall, when I was a child, how she would play jazz and classical music on the 

victrola. She would walk me through the imagined gallery of paintings, “seeing” the pictures at 

an exhibition, and at nap time we would project and proclaim our reveries onto the stuccoed 

ceiling, like a film projection, “seeing” forms as varied as passing clouds on a summer 

afternoon– in this mystery of passing knowledge from generation to generation.  
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Our persona is an outward expression of our inward character. Every waking moment 

feelings, sensations, moods, and thoughts course through each human being, presenting an ever-

changing kaleidoscope of images. Outwardly, the body reflects these subtle shifts of eidetic 

consciousness in countless variations of movement expression: a waving of the hand, a frown of 

the eyebrows, a nervous tapping of the foot, a quick glance to the clock, a clenched fist, a relaxed 

smile. In these mime moments, responding spontaneously, my mother was able to access the 

person of her inner Self, alive and well, bodily-kinesthetically, cognitively, and spiritually, mind, 

body, soul, energized and unified– for me as well, a case of mutual intergenerational resilience. 

MIMEDIA DELL’ARTE 

MIME DIALOGUES: What follows are several mime dialogues, intended as entryways 

for the caregiver, physical therapist, family member, or friend to interact kinesthetically with an 

older person, individually or in a small group setting, in ways that significantly enhance mutual 

well-being.  

These are basic mime techniques presented as improvisational scripts, words to be 

spoken and actions to be guided, as the Mime Practitioner leads participants in a workshop, 

adapting the language and actions to the aims of the workshop and the diagnosed needs of the 

participants.  
Other Advanced Techniques include:  

MIRRORING: matching movements while facing a mime partner  

POSTURES: variations of straightening the back, projecting strength, confidence. 

ATTITUDES:  variations of emotional tone indicated by different positions of the body. 

COLORATIONS: the spectrum of varied intensities of emotional expression. 

ENACTING NARRATIVE STORYLINES: miming to words spoken or read aloud. 
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Person to Persona  

As I practice tonight, 
Dream-walking  
To the sounds of the sea, 
Having left the basics behind 
For so many years, 
Years of raising children, 
Years of driving off to work, 
I return, to rediscover the fierce 
Beat of my heart, and how lost 
I have been...without You, 
Though you never left my side. 

I struggle to re-enter the world...  
Even as I fear... 
The effects of aging 
Have changed my gait, 
The bend of my back, 
And the grace of my once-lithe hands. 

No matter, it is all in the  
Healing of the brokenness, to 
Execute fundamentals flawlessly, 
Overcome the quietism, the sloth. 

I lift up my once-deadened hands, to be wakened. 
Touch my shoulders, as I bow my head, 
Let me be the knight that greets you 
Every dawn...lay me a pathway of  
Golden flowers to bring me home to your arms, 
As I dance in the Silvery Mimelight.

–Shope (2018)
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MIME DIALOGUE 1: ROLLINGS	
PURPOSE– To produce a general affect of loosening and relaxing of the muscles 
This warm-up sequence focuses on circular motion (rotations) of every part of the 
body, each “rolling” releases tension and enhances flexibility. It also gives a 
diagnostic awareness of current movement capabilities and limitations. 	

START	
Make sure you have plenty of space to move about without bumping 
into anyone or anything. Now, I'm going to lead you through warm-ups 
called THE ROLLINGS.	

HANDS	
Let's start with the hands. Put up your hands. Now, open your hands 
and roll your fingers one at a time, starting with your thumbs. Roll each 
finger right down the line. And when you get to the end, go right back 
the other way.  Now, open and close, and open, your hands! 	

WRISTS	
Roll your wrists, and wrist your rolls. Roll your hands into a fist, and 
unroll. Roll the fingers in and roll them out, Now add a twist of the 
wrist to that motion, rolling in and rolling out.	

ARMS	
Now, roll from the elbows. Now roll the shoulders. Roll both shoulders 
backward and forward, then roll them one at a time. Now lift them both 
up and let them both drop.	

HEAD	
Now, move your head forward, center, back, center, forward, center, 
side, center, side, center, and around. And around the other way. Now 
tilt the head to the side and to the other side, forward and back. Roll the 
head around, and roll the other way around.	

TORSO	
Lift the chest up and out, roll to the left and around to the right, and the 
other way, as if you're wearing a barrel, rolling your chest around 
inside, side to  side, forward  and back, and around, and around the 
other way.	

WAIST	 Roll from the waist and then roll the hips themselves.	
KNEES	 Roll from the knees.	

FEET 

Roll through the feet, alternating: bend the knee forward, lift the heel, 
and then press through the ball of the foot energizing the calf and thigh 
muscles as well, through to the original position of simply standing. 
Push down and pull up, energizing with added pressure in each 
direction, strengthening the legs, and stabilizing balance. Now, roll up 
through the feet, elevating the whole body, and roll slowly back down. 

FINISH Now we've done the ROLLINGS, from tip to toe. 
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MIME DIALOGUE 2: STRETCHES	
PURPOSE–To produce general strengthening and toning of the muscles 
Stretches add to the general warm-up structure. Counterweight and resistance within 
the techniques each involves whole body engagement and physical motivation.	

START	
Make sure you have plenty of space to move about without bumping 
into anyone or anything. Now, I'm going to lead you through warm-ups 
called STRETCHES.	

ARMS	

Place one hand on the hip, and stretch the other arm, reaching upward 
and over. Then switch, and reach the other way. Make sure that you're 
reaching up and over, so that your body is stretched long. Now, stretch 
straight up, lifting each arm and lifting yourself up to the toes and back 
down again. Now, stretch your outstretched arms side to side.	

LEGS	
Now, step into a lunge stretch, as far as you can go, bending your knee, 
stretching your other leg long. Switching legs, again, lunge forward, 
bending the knee, leaving the other leg long and straight. 	

FINISH While we focused on the arms and legs, we’ve stretched our whole 
body. 
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MIME DIALOGUE 3: RESISTANCE	
PURPOSE–To produce the affect of push & pull interplay of forces 
Push & Pull resistance requires isometrics, a seeking of equilibrium of resistant 
force, as when pushing against an object or being pulled by a force.  
Resistance also manipulates time sense, as in slow motion and magnified action.	

START	
Make sure you have plenty of space to move about without 
bumping into anyone or anything. Now, I'm going to lead you 
through warm-ups called RESISTANCE.	

WALL	
Place your hands against an imaginary wall. Place pressure against 
the wall. Now let the wall push against you and you push back, 
as if the wall is moving back and forth. Be sure your hands are 
flat against the “surface.”	

WALL 
Mime 
Duo	

To make it feel more immediate, get a partner and place your hands 
against your partner’s hands. Find an equilibrium where you are 
both exerting pressure. Now take turns: one person pushes, the 
other person resists, but allows being pushed. Go back and forth to 
explore the forces involved. Now, to make it feel more mimediate, 
place your hands about an inch apart from each other, and practice 
the same kind of push & pull resistance, but without touching. This 
means you have to use your agonist and antagonist muscle groups 
in coactivation– push, pull, and resist all at the same time!	

ROPE 

Now, pick up an imaginary rope, wrap your hands around the rope, 
press fingers outward against the thumb, so that it feels like you are 
really grabbing the rope. Lasso something that pulls you, and you 
pull back. Put all your weight into it. Test out your strength. 

ROPE 
Mime 
Duo 

Practice immediately, with a partner, with an actual rope-like object 
(bamboo pole, wooden rod, hempen rope) to pull back and forth. 
Now, without the object, practice the actions mimediately! 

DOOR 

Place your hands against your partner's hands to get the sense of the 
solid surface of a door. Now, practice mimediately! The door is 
solid. You can't see through the door. You show this by focusing 
your eyes at the distance where the door would be. OR, if the door 
is transparent, like a window, you CAN see through to the outer (or 
inner) world. You create the illusion of the door–and the doorknob. 
As you open the door, use both hands to push it open. Then there's a 
space for you to step through. Hold on to the doorknob as you step 
through. Then let go and close the door behind you. Great! 

FINISH Now, we apply the principle of RESISTANCE to shape objects and 
show their actions 
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MIME DIALOGUE 4: MANIPULATIONS, SHAPE + ACTION	
PURPOSE– To produce the effect of making visible the invisible 

Manipulations are motions that define the idea of an object, through shape + 
action. The concepts of counterweight and resistance… to show such things as 
flowers, apples, balls, doors. ladders.  By stretching the hand, for example, we 
prepare to use the hand to maintain the shape and to pursue the actions that 
define the image of an object.  
Shape includes defining the surface appearance, the boundaries implied, textures 
and any other specific detail that evokes the object as a mime image.  
Action implies the practical use of the object, its weight, as it causes a reaction in 
manipulating the object or communicating perception as the object approaches 
and leaves (as from far away a bird comes near and then flies off).  
The more aligned these two aspects are, shape + action, the more powerfully 
expressive the mime.	

START	

Make sure you have plenty of space to move about without 
bumping into anyone or anything. Now, I'm going to lead you 
through warm-ups called SHAPE + ACTION the two elements 
necessary to evoke an image, based upon our powers of observation 
and familiarity with objects in the world around us. The mime 
image must “match” the size, weight, shape, and the actions of 
using different objects. Practice immediately with real objects; 
mimediately with imaginary objects. 

STRETCH	

Place your arm out straight, reach around and stretch your hand 
toward you, including your thumb. Now, turn your hand about and 
stretch the other way. Pulling your hand toward you. Now, we're 
going to stretch each finger. Repeat for the other hand, as well. This 
makes it easier when you're ready to show a flat surface.	

BOX	
Show a shape about the size of a shoe box. Lift this box keeping 
your hands in the same spatial relationship. Now, open the box by 
lifting the lid and look inside. Inside you might find any object as 
long as you can show the SHAPE + ACTION. 

APPLE 

Now, reach into the box, the shape your hand as if holding 
something round. What could this be? Add an action and then we'll 
know. Polish it on the sleeve and take a bite, an apple! And what's 
this, wiggling around, a worm? Mmmmm, tasty! 

CATCH 

Let’s see what else is in this box. Another round object. What 
action will define this? Toss it up and catch it, a ball! Follow it with 
your eyes when you toss it up. When it comes down let your hand 
round again. Toss it up! Your hand is flat, follow the ball with your 
eyes, as it comes down, round your hand. Nice catch! 

FINISH We apply the principle of SHAPE + ACTION to depict ANY object 
we can imagine. 
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MIME DIALOGUE 5: MARCEL WAVES, LYRICAL HANDS	
PURPOSE– To produce the effect of regular, continuous waves 

We honor Marcel Marceau by referring to the technique of undulations as marcel 
waves. Historically, the term also refers to a popular hairdo in the 1920s-30s, 
using curling irons, named for the originator of the style, Francois Marcel.	

START	
Make sure you have plenty of space to move about without 
bumping into anyone or anything. Place your arm out before you, 
blending at the elbow, so that your hand is flat. 

LYRICAL 
HANDS	

Let an undulation, a wave motion, move through your hands:  
1, Cup the hands; 2, press through the knuckles, until you have a 
double curve, and then 3, bend the fingers all the way back to the 
opposite curve. 1, 2, 3. Count the positions, and then let it move 
smoothly through the 3 positions– after a while it will become 
natural. Transfer the lyrical wave motion to move through the arms, 
with the elbow as a midpoint, appearing as wings. Now we will use 
marcel waves to enact a story.	

HAIKU	

Reach up into the air. Show the wings of a bird (wrists crossed, 
lyrical hands). The bird lands on the water (show the waves on the 
surface). A lily opens up and blossoms in the sunlight (the hands 
forming the flower). A butterfly comes to land on the lily (thumb 
and forefinger together, fingers moving as butterfly wings). From 
the depths a pair of fish are swimming (hands held vertically, fish 
swimming as marcel waves). One jumps out of and back into the 
water. A swimmer dives into the water, and swims, explores the 
underwater world, and comes up for air, just in time to see the bird 
lift off, and fly away… 

FINISH There, now you can use marcel waves to tell your own story. 

Lyrical Hands.    
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MIME DIALOGUE 6: THE MIME WALK	
PURPOSE– To produce the effect of walking anywhere, within a bounded stage space 

This overall practice pattern includes both walks and techniques for flying, 
swimming, climbing ladders, walking up and down stairs. As one smooth movement, 
the practice builds the strength in the legs and enhances balance, and enables the 
figural representation of walking in any particular place in spacetime. Participants 
may use an aid for balance (a chair, a walking stick).	

START	

Now, we're going to spend some time developing mime walks. Roll 
through the feet: bend the knee forward, lifting the heel, and then 
press through the ball of the foot energizing the calf and thigh 
muscles, through to the original position of standing. Push with extra 
pressure in each direction, working it through. 

FOOTWORK	

Roll through, bending your knee out, lifting your heel, staying level. 
You can also lift yourself up and down, that is, with elevation...As 
we roll through, we alternate the feet. Lift your foot out in front of 
you, as if to take a step. Flex and pointe, flex, pointe, flex, pointe, 
flex, pointe-- to the side, flex, pointe, flex, pointe, to the back, flex, 
pointe, flex, pointe, flex, pointe, and return. Roll your foot and lift 
out, flex, bring it in, take it all the way back, pointe, bring it in to the 
standing position. All the way through forward, brush all the way 
back, step forward, brush back.	

THE 
EVERYDAY 
WALK	

We take a step forward, as if to step, but not quite touching the 
ground, and as we slide the foot back (placing our weight as if on the 
ground), we roll the other foot up, ready to step forward. As we 
smooth it out, it becomes a “natural” walk. 

THE 
DREAM 
WALK 

The Dream Walk is also a pressure walk. Lean slightly forward, 
place the weight of the body over the ball of the foot, heel lifted. 
Then lift the other foot to step forward while rolling the standing 
heel down, to become the Dream Walk, as if you 're walking in a 
dream, running in slow motion, walking on the Moon, or walking 
against the wind. 

THE 
ESSENCE 
OF THE 
WALK 

Returning to the notion that mime is an instrument of thought, as we 
mime walk, we convey the thoughts and perceptions of our walking 
character. To accomplish this, the mime VISUALIZES and 
INDICATES the surroundings of the story through gestures. For 
example, walking in a park, the gesture of “seeing” trees, “seeing” 
birds fly by, greeting passersby. An observer of the mime can 
interpret the intended meaning through such gestures intended to 
indicate contextual meaning. Going for a Mime Walk, can be a 
powerful tool for reminiscence. 

FINISH There, now you can use variations of the MIME WALK to tell your 
own story 
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